
 

1. Question: Prevailing Wage.  Will the district issue occupational titles for each job classification on this project?  i.e. 

Ironworker, carpenter, laborer, etc.  Answer: In speaking with a PW representative with the State of Missouri, it was 

suggested that if a vendor has any questions regarding job classifications related to the scope of work within the 

RFP, the vendor should reach out directly to the State of Missouri to determine specific job classifications and the 

rates to be used within their proposal.  Contact information is below.  

Division of Labor Standards 
3315 W. Truman Boulevard, Room 205 
PO Box 449 
Jefferson City, MO 65102-0449   
Phone: (573) 751-3403 
E-mail us at: laborstandards@labor.mo.gov 
E-mail us at: prevailingwage@labor.mo.gov 
 
Please note that the ‘General Labor Rate’ should not be used and submitted as the only rate when submitting a 
proposal.  i.e. ‘Carpenter’ for assembly and installation of playground components, etc.  
 
It will be incumbent upon each vendor submitting a proposal to identify and determine the appropriate occupational 
job title(s) based on the types of job classification(s)/categories being utilized within their proposal.        
 

2. Question:  Is there any work required with the green top surface?  Answer: No 

3. Question:  Please confirm the ramp length.  Clarify “ramp” designation vs. “path” designation.   Answer: The sidewalk 

longitudinal slope is 5% or less and is not considered a ramp.  No additional landings are required. 

4. Question: Will this project need to be permitted through the City of Liberty?  Answer: No 

5. Question:  Is an occupancy permit required?  ADA inspection required?   Answer: No 

6. Question: Are we tearing out the existing set of stairs and is there a drawing for that and the hand rail?   Answer: 

No, existing stairs to remain, you are to price adding another set of stairs per stair and rail design on page 5 of 5 on 

the drawings set.   

7. Question:  Who do vendors submit submittals to?  Answer: Submit to LPS and then LPS will submit directly to 

MKEC. 

8. Question:  Are concrete stops or other required for wheelchairs on landing?  The sidewalk access to the playground 

is not considered a ramp.  No additional measures are required on the landing.  

9. Question:  Is there a concrete curb detail?  Answer:  Reference page 3 of 5 on the drawings set.   

10. Question:  Any locates required?  Who is responsible for locates if required?   Answer:  Contractor is responsible 

for Public Locates, Liberty Schools will mark private utilities, the contractor will need to notify Liberty of areas that 

need marked.  

11. Question:  Saw cut or tool cut on concrete joints?    Answer:  Per the joint details on Sheet 5, joints to be hand 

tooled. 

12. Question: Clarify timeline for install?  Answer: We are wanting work to be completed between May 28th - August 

13th. If you are unable to meet this timeline please identify the proposed timeline that you are able to meet. 

14. Question:   Can the awarded vendor start before school lets out for summer on May 27th?   Answer:  No, we want 

to wait until school is out on the 27th. 

15. Question: What is the plan for seeding.  Answer:  Contractor is to seed and straw all disturbed areas, per 

specifications.  District will water and maintain it from that point on. 


